Hull Lifesaving Museum Illumination
Saturday, August 8, 2020
6:00 – 10:00 pm

Remembering, Honoring, Celebrating

For many years, the Illumination has been one of our most successful (and
fun) annual events. Since the onset of the COVID-19 pandemic, Hull
Lifesaving Museum (HLM) team has closely followed the data and we are
deeply committed to the safety and health of our community.
In that spirit, we have figured out a way to reframe the annual Illumination
event that retains the community spirit that we have grown to love, and
introduces new and exciting ways to celebrate Hull and the rich history of
the Hull Lifesaving Museum!

What is changing?
THE DATE: August 8, 2020
THE PLACE: In lieu of coming together along the shoreline to light and
view the flares, the event will take place right in *your* backyard, balcony,
front porch, driveway or boat….
THE FLARES: Traditional flares will be out this year, replaced by LED
flares which you can use to decorate your own space!
THE GUESTS: In years past, we have encouraged those in surrounding
communities to join in the fun. This year, the fun stays in your yard, with the
close members of your families.

THE FUN: The Illumination will be celebrated in *individual* backyards,
driveways, balconies, boats and porches throughout the Town. On the
evening of the event the HLM team will have a variety of entertainment and
opportunities to connect with the community remotely via Facebook Live!
This is a great opportunity to get creative in your yards and/or your
neighborhoods!
...compete with your neighbors in creatively arranging flares!
...band together with neighbors to make sure *your* neighborhood has the
most flares and ‘brag-worthy’ drone fly-over
Let’s make this a safe, creative, festive opportunity to toast our neighbors
across our yards and driveways and raise some money for the Hull
Lifesaving Museum!

Flare packages are now SOLD OUT.
…or go to the Hull Lifesaving Museum web page and click on the
Illumination photograph. The more you buy, the cheaper they are.
We will be sharing great party ideas and program updates over the next
few weeks so, please watch for updates and information on our Facebook
Page!

